Abstract-In this paper, we introduce vehicle detection by independent parts (VDIP) for urban driver assistance. In urban environments, vehicles appear in a variety of orientations, i.e., oncoming, preceding, and sideview. Additionally, partial vehicle occlusions are common at intersections, during entry and exit from the camera's field of view, or due to scene clutter. VDIP provides a lightweight robust framework for detecting oncoming, preceding, sideview, and partially occluded vehicles in urban driving. In this paper, we use active learning to train independent-part detectors. A semisupervised approach is used for training part-matching classification, which forms sideview vehicles from independently detected parts. The hierarchical learning process yields VDIP, featuring efficient evaluation and robust performance. Parts and vehicles are tracked using Kalman filtering. The fully implemented system is lightweight and runs in real time. Extensive quantitative analysis on real-world on-road data sets is provided.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N THE United States, urban automotive collisions account for some 43% of fatal crashes. Over the past decade, while the incidence of rural and highway accidents in the United States has slowly decreased, the incidence of urban accidents has increased by 9%. Tens of thousands of drivers and passengers die on the roads each year, with most fatal crashes involving more than one vehicle [1] . Research and development efforts in the areas of advanced sensing, environmental perception, and intelligent driver assistance systems present an opportunity to help save lives and reduce the number of on-road fatalities. Over the past decade, there has been significant research effort dedicated to the development of intelligent driver assistance systems, intended to enhance safety by monitoring the driver and the on-road environment [2] .
In particular, on-road detection of vehicles has been a topic of great interest to researchers over the past decade [3] . A variety of sensing modalities has become available for on-road vehicle detection, including radar, lidar, and computer vision. As production vehicles begin to include on-board cameras for lane tracking and other purposes, it is advantageous and cost effective to pursue vision as a modality for detecting vehicles on the road. Vehicle detection using computer vision is a challenging problem [3] - [6] . Roads are dynamic environments, featuring effects of ego-motion and relative motion, and video scenes featuring high variability in background and illumination conditions. Further, vehicles encountered on the road exhibit high variability in size, shape, color, make, and model.
The urban driving environment introduces further challenges [13] . In urban driving, frequent occlusions and a variety of vehicle orientations make vehicle detection difficult, whereas visual clutter tends to increase the false-positive rate [14] . Fully visible vehicles are viewed in a variety of orientations, including oncoming, preceding, and sideview. Cross traffic is subject to frequent partial occlusions, particularly upon entry and exit from the camera's field of view. Fig. 1 shows this concept. Many studies of on-road vehicle detection have detected fully visible vehicles. In this paper, we also detect and track partially occluded vehicles.
In this paper, we introduce vehicle detection by independent parts (VDIP). Vehicle-part detectors are trained using Fig. 2 . VDIP, the learning approach detailed in this study. An initial round of supervised learning is carried out to yield initial part detectors, for the front and rear parts of vehicles. We use the initial detectors to query informative training examples from independent data, performing active learning to improve part detection performance. While we query informative training examples, we label sideview vehicles in a semisupervised manner using the active learning annotations to form fully visible vehicles.
active learning, wherein initial part detectors are used to query informative training examples from unlabeled on-road data. The queried examples are used for retraining to improve the performance of the part detectors. Training examples for the part-matching classifier are collected using semisupervised annotation, which is performed during the active learning sample query process. After retraining, the vehicle-part detectors are able to detect oncoming and preceding vehicles as well as front and rear parts of cross-traffic vehicles. The semisupervised labeled configurations are used to train a part-matching classifier for detecting full sideview vehicles. Vehicles and vehicle parts are tracked using Kalman filtering. The final system is able to detect and track oncoming, preceding, sideview, and partially occluded vehicles. The full system is lightweight, robust, and runs in real time. Fig. 2 shows the learning process for VDIP.
The main contributions of this study include the following. We introduce a novel approach to detecting and tracking vehicles by independent parts (VDIP), yielding a final system that is capable of detecting vehicles from multiple views, including partially occluded vehicles. Leveraging active learning for improved part detection and semisupervised labeling for training part-matching classification, we implement a full vehicle detection and tracking system tailored to the challenges of urban driving. Vehicle parts and vehicles are tracked in the image plane using Kalman filtering. The full vehicle VDIP system runs in real time. Extensive quantitative analysis is provided.
Many prior works in vehicle detection require a root filter as part of detection, which can limit applicability to partial occlusions [11] , [15] . Prior works that detect independent parts are focused on surveillance [16] or static image applications [17] . Detection by independent parts has rarely been implemented from a moving platform, and no prior work has used detection and tracking by independent parts for on-road vehicle detection. Further, no prior works have utilized active learning for part detection or semisupervised learning for part matching. Few reported part-based object detection systems report real-time implementation.
The remainder of this paper consists of the following. Section II briefly describes related research. Section III describes the overall approach to vehicle detection by parts, including active learning for part detection, semisupervised learning of part classification, and on-road part and vehicle tracking. Section IV presents experimental evaluation. Section V offers discussion and concluding remarks.
II. RELATED RESEARCH
This study involves on-road vehicle detection, on-road vehicle tracking, and detection by parts. Here, we provide a brief review of recent studies in these research areas.
A. On-Road Vehicle Detection and Tracking
Robust detection of other vehicles on the road using vision is a challenging problem. Driving environments are visually dynamic and feature diverse background and illumination conditions. The ego vehicle and the other vehicles on the road are generally in motion. The sizes and locations of vehicles in the image plane are diverse, although they can be modeled [5] . Vehicles also exhibit high variability in their shape, size, color, and appearance [3] . Further, while processing power has significantly increased over the past decade, the requirements for real-time computation impose additional constraints on the development of vision-based vehicle detection systems.
Many works in vehicle detection over the past decade have focused on detection and tracking of the rear face of vehicles [3] - [5] , [9] . Detectors of this sort are designed for preceding or, sometimes, oncoming traffic. In [5] , feature points are tracked over a long period of time and vehicles are detected based on the tracked feature points. The distribution of vehicles in the image plane is probabilistically modeled, and a hidden Markov model formulation is used to detect vehicles and separate them from the background.
In [10] , a camera is mounted on the vehicle to monitor the blind spot area, which presents difficulty because of the field of view and high variability in the appearance of vehicles, depending on their relative positions. The study uses a combination of SURF features and edge segments. Classification is performed via probabilistic modeling, using a Gaussian-weighted voting procedure to find the best configuration.
Detecting side-profile vehicles using a combination of parts has been explored in [20] . Using a camera looking out the side passenger's window, vehicles in adjacent lanes are detected by first detecting the front wheel and then the rear wheel. The combined parts are tracked using Kalman filtering. In [13] , the idea of detection vehicles as a combination of independent parts is explored, with comparison of geometric and appearance matching features. This study expands on [13] with an augmented feature set, tracking formulation, and extensive experimental evaluation.
Vehicle detection using the deformable part-based model (DPM) introduced in [15] has been implemented in [11] . The study implemented particle filter tracking, including adaptive thresholds for the detectors, to deal with the challenging conditions presented in the on-road environment. On-road vehicle tracking has mainly been implemented using Kalman filtering [21] - [23] or particle filtering [9] , [11] . Tracking has been carried out in the image plane [5] , [9] , [11] or in 3-D coordinates [21] - [24] using stereo vision. In stereo-vision studies, optical flow is often used as the initial cue to track moving objects. Table I summarizes recent works in visionbased vehicle detection.
B. Part-Based Object Detection
Detecting objects by parts has been explored in the computer vision community in various incarnations, with many works focused on detection of people. In [16] , individual parts are detected using strong classifiers, and pedestrians are constructed using a Bayesian combination of parts. The number of detection pedestrians and their locations are the most likely part-based configuration. In [25] , a more efficient feature representation is used, and parts are chosen to be semantically meaningful and overlapping in the image plane.
In [19] , multiple-instance learning is used for part-based pedestrian detection. The study demonstrates how the ability of multiple-instance feature learning to deal with training set misalignment can enhance the performance of part-based object detectors. In [18] , people are detected using covariance descriptors on Riemannian manifolds, classified using a Logitboost cascade. In [17] , pedestrian parts are manually assigned to semantically meaningful parts, with their physical configuration manually constrained and overlapping. The combination of parts is a weighted sum, with higher weights going to more reliably detected parts. In [26] , this work is extended, with further experiments on the feature set.
The work in [15] for object detection using a DPM, which is based on the latent support vector machine (SVM), has introduced new avenues for detection of vehicles by parts. An efficient cascade classifier version of the deformable part-based object detector is presented in [27] . While [15] demonstrates vehicle detection evaluated on static images, the DPM is used for video-based nighttime vehicle detection in [28] . Integrated with tracking, vehicle detection by parts using the DPM is presented in [11] .
Specific classifiers trained for detecting occluded pedestrians has been pursued in [29] . Using training examples featuring occluded pedestrians, a classifier was trained using the monocular, optical flow, and stereo modalities. Table II contains a summary of recent works in part-based object detection. In [30] , partially occluded rear faces of vehicles are detected using scale-invariant feature transform features and hidden random field detection.
III. VDIP
VDIP includes the following steps. An on-road video frame is grabbed, and front and rear detectors are applied. The front part detector has been trained to detect oncoming vehicles and the front parts of sideview vehicles. The rear part detector has been trained to detect preceding vehicles and the rear parts of sideview vehicles. A part-matching classifier is applied to detect full sideview vehicles. Vehicle parts and full vehicles are tracked in the image plane using Kalman filtering. Fig. 3 shows the vehicle-detection-by-parts process. Table III defines the terminology we use to describe vehicles and vehicle parts. In the following sections, we describe active learning for detecting vehicle parts, semisupervised labeling for vehicle detection by parts, and vehicle tracking using Kalman filtering.
In this paper, we use a single detector for front parts and a single detector for rear parts. The parts can be facing left, facing right, or in any orientation in between. We use a general detector instead of several orientation-specific classifiers for a few reasons. First, training a general detector makes more efficient use of the available data. If N training examples are required to train a single classifier, then training k orientation-specific classifiers will require kN annotated data samples. Second, using a general detector is computationally more efficient when processing a frame than evaluating k orientation-specific classifiers. The third reason is robustness. The on-road environment is challenging, featuring ample visual clutter. Localizing the front or rear part of the vehicle in difficult visual clutter can be easier than detecting a narrow part orientation in the same clutter. The implications of object detection and object orientation in clutter are examined at length in [31] , where a generic detector is used to detect objects regardless of orientation, and then orientation-specific classifiers are used to determine the object's orientation.
A. Active Learning for Detecting Independent Parts
The on-road environment presents myriad challenges for vision-based vehicle detection. The backgrounds, illumination conditions, occlusions, visual clutter, and target class variability all present difficulties to vehicle detection using cameras and computer vision. Detecting vehicle parts can be even more challenging. While recent studies in part-based object detection have used a root filter as the prior information for searching parts [11] , [15] , in this study, we pursue independent-part detection. The goal is to detect vehicle parts independently of a root model, to detect vehicles in the presence of partial occlusions. Fig. 4 shows this phenomenon. We want to detect the front part of the vehicle as it enters the camera's field of view while the vehicle remains partially occluded. Fig. 4 . VDIP illustrative example. As a vehicle enters the camera's field of view (blue) its front part is detected. As it becomes fully visible (red), its rear part is also detected. Parts are tracked and a part-matching classifier is applied to detect (purple) fully visible sideview vehicles.
We employ active learning for training vehicle-part detectors. Active learning takes into account the fact that unlabeled training data are abundant, whereas labeled data come with some cost, namely human effort and data volume [32] . Active learning can enable more efficient learning for vision-based object detection. Active learning has been used for object detection to improve recall-precision performance, train with fewer samples, and train with less human labeling effort than conventional supervised learning [33] .
We choose the front and rear parts of vehicles for partbased detection. These parts are semantically meaningful and are often the first parts visible when a vehicle enters the camera's field of view. The front and rear parts of the vehicle also have strong feature responses, making them suitable for training a detector. Table III details our criteria for the parts. The front part should detect oncoming vehicles and the front parts of sideview vehicles. The rear part should detect preceding vehicles and the rear parts of sideview vehicles. We use Haarlike features and an Adaboost cascade for detecting the front and rear parts [34] , [35] . The combination of Haar-like features and Adaboost cascade classification are chosen for their speed and utility for vehicle detection, as they have been widely used in the vehicle detection literature [9] .
We train an initial classifier using 5000 labeled positive and negative examples for each part detector. Negative training examples were randomly selected from nonvehicle regions from on-road video. As demonstrated in prior works [4] , [9] , active learning can contribute to improved on-road vehicle detection. We use the initial classifiers for part detection to query informative examples and retrain improved classifiers.
Each annotated frame presents informative samples for retraining the front and rear part detectors. We define informative training examples as those image patches resulting from misclassification, i.e., false positives and missed detection. We also archive true positives for retraining to avoid overfitting [36] . During an active learning sample query for front and rear part detectors, the interface allows the user to label sideview vehicles as a combination of labeled front and rear parts. Fig. 5 shows the interface used for active learning of parts and for semisupervised labeling for part matching. Fig. 5(e) shows the sideview vehicle in green, as a combination of front and rear parts, the blue and purple boxes contained within.
We retrain front and rear part detectors, using 5000 positive and 5000 negative training examples for each, the training examples queried using active learning. The retrained part detectors exhibit improved performance, including improved detection rates and lower false-positive rates. During active learning, rear parts were included in the negative training set for front detection, and vice versa.
While the goal is to train independent-part detectors for the front and rear vehicles, we note that even after active learning, part classification can be ambiguous, i.e., the front detector sometimes returning rear parts or rear detector sometimes returning front parts. Prior vehicle detection works have trained a single detector for oncoming and preceding vehicles [11] , [37] . As such, discriminating between the two classes can be difficult. For detecting oncoming and preceding vehicles, we resolve this ambiguity over time via tracking, as detailed in Section III-C.
B. Semisupervised Labeling for Part-Matching Classification
Given the initial part detection on a given frame, we take a semisupervised approach to learning a part-matching classifier for detecting sideview vehicles by parts. Semisupervised learning methods exploit the learner's prior knowledge to deal with unlabeled data [38] . In this case, we obtain labels for parts from the initial part detectors during the active learning labeling sample query. These labels are used to train a classifier to detect sideview vehicles by matching already-detected and labeled parts.
The part-matching classifier is based on geometric features that encode the spatial relationship between the parts that comprise a sideview vehicle. A given part can either be matched to form a side-profile vehicle or be retained as either an oncoming or a preceding vehicle. We parametrize a rectangle p corresponding to a detected vehicle part, either front or rear, by the i, j position of the rectangle's top-left corner in the image plane, its width, and its height, as shown in the following equation:
We denote a detected front part by p f and a given rear part by p r . The side vehicle formed by p f and p r is denoted by p s and is the minimal rectangle that contains the two parts. To match a pair of given parts, i.e., front to rear, we compute a set of geometric features as
The geometric feature vector encodes the relative displacements between a front part, i.e., p f , and a rear part, i.e., p r , in the image plane, as well as their relative sizes, and the aspect ratio of the minimal spanning rectangle p s . Parameter σ normalizes the distances to the reference frame, scaled to the 24 × 24 size of image patches used in the training set. Parameters w s and h s are the width and the height of the minimal side rectangle that envelops detected part rectangles p f and p r in the image plane. Using the absolute value of horizontal and vertical distances in the image plane allows the computed features to serve for left-facing or right-facing side-profile vehicles, i.e.,
The model is based on the premise that the relative dimensions of passenger vehicles fit a general physical model, which is observed in the image plane under perspective projection. Consider the distance to a vehicle Z and a standard pinhole camera model with focal length f . Then, the width of the vehicle scales with f/Z. Parameter σ encodes the ratio between the width of the vehicle under perspective projection and is designed to scale with distance from the camera.
The model used is intended for detection of passenger vehicles, including sedans, coupes, station wagons, minivans, SUVs, pickup trucks, and light trucks. While the part classifiers can detect front and rear parts of other types of vehicles, such as buses and semi trucks, the geometric features used in this study are intended for use with passenger vehicles. According to the Bureau of Traffic Statistics, passenger vehicles and light trucks comprised over 95% of vehicles on the road in 2010 [39] .
During the active learning sample query stage, we label true positives, false positives, and missed detection returned by the initial front and rear part detectors. We then label sideview vehicles and compute the geometric features between pairs of parts that comprise sideview vehicles. To collect negative training examples, we compute the geometric features between the pairs of parts that do not comprise sideview vehicles. Fig. 5 shows a screenshot of the interface used for active learning and semisupervised labeling part configurations. Thus
Part matching uses an SVM classifier [40] . Equation (4) lists the equations for SVM classification. We use a linear kernel for SVM classification. Using the primal form of the linear kernel, evaluation of the classifier becomes an inner product with weight vector w, which enables a speed advantage. We train the matching classifier using 600 positive and 600 negative training examples. Thus
For matching evaluation, we evaluate an equation of the partmatching classifier over each front-rear-part pair, computing the likelihood of a match using (5) . We choose the best match for each pair of front and rear parts using a variation of the stable marriage problem [41] . The scores for matching are based on p(y = 1|x), whose parameters A and B have been learned using maximum likelihood [42] , [43] . Only matches for which the score is above 0.5 are retained as full sideview vehicles. Fig. 7 shows an example of the matching process. In the first frame, the vehicle is entering the camera's field of view at an intersection. The front part of the vehicle is detected, which is labeled with a blue bounding box. A few frames later, the vehicle is fully visible in the camera's field of view, and the rear part of the vehicle is detected and labeled with a red bounding box. Evaluating (5) yields a positive match. The third frame shows the full sideview vehicle, which is labeled with a purple bounding box.
C. Tracking Vehicle Parts and Vehicles
We integrate tracking of vehicle parts and vehicles using Kalman filtering in the image plane. For each frame, we perform nonmaximal suppression of detection by merging detection that overlaps. We then track the parts and vehicles between frames, estimating their positions and velocities. The state vector for a given tracked object is as follows. Each of the parameters in the state and observation vectors are in pixel units. Thus
We track a given object's i, j position in the image plane, as well as its width and height, using a constant velocity model for tracking. The linear dynamic system for each tracked vehicle or part is given as
Variables η k and ξ k are the plant and observation noise, respectively. The state transition matrix is A and the observation matrix is C. The observation consists of the pixel location, bounding box width, and bounding box height of the vehicle and the vehicle part.
We initiate tracks for all newly detected vehicles and vehicle parts. When a sideview vehicle is first detected, we initialize its velocity with that of the front part that forms it. We discard the tracks of vehicles and parts that have not been redetected for over two frames. As parts are tracked and associated, we take a majority vote over the past three frames to determine whether a tracked part is a rear or a front vehicle part.
Vehicle-part velocities are used to disambiguate part configurations for side vehicle detection. For each pair of vehicle parts, we determine whether the parts are moving in the same direction in the image plane by checking the motion similarity using horizontal and width velocities of two given parts, as shown in (8) . The horizontal component is used to measure the potential cross-traffic motion of a vehicle and the width component is used to measure the changing distance from the ego-vehicle. Thus Fig. 6 shows this operation. On the left, we see that parts from oncoming and preceding vehicles can be matched to form erroneous side vehicles (shown in purple). On the right, we see that using velocity information before applying (5) eliminates the erroneous side vehicle.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Here, we present quantitative analysis of the system presented in this work. We evaluate the system on three real-world on-road data sets, which are representative of urban driving, i.e., LISA-Q Urban, LISA-X Downtown, and LISA-X Intersection. We describe the validation sets in detail in the Appendix. 
A. Training Data
In this paper, we have trained the part detectors using active learning. Initial detectors for front and rear parts were trained using 5000 positive and 5000 negative training examples. Using the initial detector, we performed a round of active learning, querying informative training examples for part detection. We retrained part detection classifiers using these informative examples, again with 5000 positive and 5000 negative examples. Image patches for part detection are 24 × 24 pixels.
During the active learning query process, we semisupervised labeled side-vehicle training examples. In all, we collected 600 positive and 600 negative training examples for the partmatching classifier. Table IV summarizes the training data used in this study.
B. Part Detection
Detection of vehicles is a challenging vision problem, and detecting vehicle parts independently presents additional difficulties. In pursuit of real-time vehicle detection, we work with low-resolution image patches for part detection. Indeed, as shown in Table VIII , the video resolution is 500 × 312 for experimental validation.
In this paper, we detect and track oncoming, preceding, sideview, and partially occluded vehicles in urban environments, based on detection of independent vehicle parts. The performance of the overall VDIP system is dependent on the performance of part detection. We quantify the performance of part detection, comparing active-learning-based part detection with part detection using the initial part detectors (see Fig. 7) . Fig. 8 plots the True Positive Rate versus False Positives per Frame on LISA-X Downtown. The performance of the initial part detectors is shown in red. The performance of the activelearning-based part detectors is shown in blue. We note that detecting vehicle parts using active learning yields significantly improved performance. Fig. 9 plots the True Positive Rate versus False Positives per Frame on LISA-X Intersection. The performance of the initial part detectors is shown in red. The performance of the activelearning-based part detectors is shown in blue. In both cases, active learning yields significantly stronger part detection.
Reliable part detection and tracking allows us to detect partially occluded, oncoming, and preceding vehicles, which are all commonly encountered in urban driving. Vehicles appear partially occluded to the camera when entering and exiting the camera's field of view. Vehicles are also frequently partially occluded by other vehicles or by pedestrians and other road Fig. 7 . Showing the full track of a vehicle in the camera's field of view. In the first frame, the front part of the vehicle is detected, but most of the vehicle is occluded. A couple of frames later, the rear part of the vehicle is detected as well. The full sideview vehicle is detected and identified with a purple bounding box. The vehicle and its parts are tracked while they remain in the camera's field of view. As the vehicle leaves the camera's field of view, its rear part is still detected. users. Fig. 11(c) shows a pedestrian walking in front of the camera and the detected parts of the partially occluded vehicle.
C. VDIP System Performance and Comparative Evaluation
We perform an experimental evaluation using the validation sets described in Table VIII in the Appendix. We compare the performance of this system with the performance of vehicle detection using the DPM [15] , [44] , using the code that Felzenszwalb et al. in [15] have made publicly available. We compare the performance of our system using detection-only and the full detection and tracking system. Using tracking generally reduces the false-positive rate and increases the detection rate. We evaluate detection of fully visible, sideview, and partially occluded vehicles, as defined in Table III , for both systems. The false positives per frame are a detection that does not correspond to vehicles or vehicle parts. Table V summarizes the comparative performance between our VDIP system and the DPM vehicle model on the LISA-Q Urban data set. This data set only features preceding vehicles and no occluded vehicles. Both systems exhibit high recall; however, the VDIP system also returns more false positives than the DPM. Fig. 11(a) shows an example frame from the data set. While the false-positive rate returned by our systems is higher than the comparison, we note that the false-positive rate is roughly equal to the system reported in [9] on the same data set.
System performance is evaluated on the LISA-X Downtown validation set, which features both oncoming and preceding vehicles in a dynamic downtown scene. Table VI summarizes the comparative performance on this data set. We note that VDIP exhibits high recall over the data set, which is significantly higher when compared with the DPM. We note that VDIP returns a higher number of false positives over the data set than the DPM. Fig. 12 shows sample frames, featuring false positives returned by our system on this data set. These false positives include poorly localized parts of vehicles and multiple detection of the same parked vehicle. Asymmetric weighting of the training set can help with false-positive rates in difficult settings and will be a future area of further research [45] . Table VII summarizes the comparative performance on LISA-X Intersection. This data set is the longest of the three and features oncoming, preceding, sideview, and partially occluded vehicles. For fully visible vehicles, the VDIP system performs quite well, with an 87.5% detection rate, which rates quite favorably against the DPM. In particular, the VDIP system detects preceding and oncoming vehicles at low resolutions, with higher recall than the DPM.
For sideview vehicles, both systems exhibit a high truepositive rate. The DPM does extremely well with fully visible and sideview vehicles. Fig. 11(b) shows a sample frame from LISA-X Intersection, showing the detection of sideview and oncoming vehicles.
In detection of partially occluded vehicles, there is a major difference in performance between the DPM and VDIP systems. For partially occluded vehicles, the VDIP system has a significantly higher detection rate. This is owed to the VDIP system's training to detect and track independent parts. Detection of independent parts enables the VDIP system to detect partially occluded vehicles, for example, as they enter the sensor's field of view. The false positives per frame returned by the VDIP system are somewhat higher than the DPM on this data set but are comparably reasonable. Fig. 11 shows sample video frames featuring successful VDIP system performance in a variety of urban driving scenarios. Among those vehicles featured are preceding, oncoming, sideview, and partially occluded vehicles. Fig. 12 shows sample frames in which the VDIP system had difficulties. These include false positives and missed detection or poorly localized parts and vehicles.
We evaluate the performance of the part-matching classifier by varying the threshold over which we keep results from evaluating (5) between two given parts. Fig. 10 plots the TruePositive Rate versus False Positives per frame, for the partmatching classifier, with the performance of the detector in [15] plotted for reference. We note that the part-matching classifier features high recall, while introducing relatively few false positives (see Fig. 11 ).
The fully implemented detection-and-tracking-byindependent-parts system operates in real time, running at approximately 14.5 frames on an Intel i7 Core processor. This favorably compares to many vehicle detection systems in the literature. There are no specific optimizations implemented in this system (see Fig. 12 ).
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have introduced VDIP for urban driver assistance. Using active learning, independent front and rear part classifiers are trained for detecting vehicle parts. While querying examples for active-learning-based detector retraining, sideview vehicles are labeled using semisupervised labeling to train a part-matching classifier for vehicle detection by parts. Vehicles and vehicle parts are tracked using Kalman filtering. The system presented in this work detects vehicles in multiple views, i.e., oncoming, preceding, sideview, and partially occluded. The system has been extensively evaluated on real-world video data sets and favorably performs when compared with the state of the art in part-based object detection. The system is lightweight and runs in real time. Future work will explore the extension of this detection and tracking approach to augment driver assistance applications, such as integration with stereo vision [23] , learning vehicle motion patterns [46] , and maneuver-specific assistance [6] .
APPENDIX VALIDATION SETS
We evaluate the performance of the vehicle detection and tracking system using three data sets consisting of on-road video. The first data set we use is LISA-Q Front FOV, taken in urban driving. LISA-Q Urban is a publicly available data set, published in 2010, in conjunction with [9] . Captured using color video, it consists of 300 frames and only features preceding vehicles. There are 300 vehicles to be detected. The data set consists of a drive behind a preceding vehicle and features strong camera motion due to a speed bump.
LISA-X Downtown consists of 500 frames. Captured in grayscale, it is a more challenging set, featuring 1995 vehicles to be detected. The data set features oncoming, preceding, and parked vehicles. Captured in a downtown area, the ego-vehicle drives toward an intersection and waits to turn.
LISA-X Intersection consists of 1500 frames, captured in grayscale. The data set features oncoming, preceding, sideview, and partially occluded vehicles. The ego-vehicle drives on surface streets for some time and approaches an intersection, where vehicles enter and turn. This data set is quite challenging.
Table VIII offers summaries of each of the three data sets used in this study.
